This is an End of Year Project of the BA (Hons) Journalism students. They created a magazine, from concept to finished print product. Winner of the 2013/14 SMEDIA Awards (Student Media Awards) for a small publication. Author keywords: DBS student magazine, Smedia awards, magazine
Hashtag Shopping. Hash- Guy: O.K. I’ done here. #tagging #social media #hipster #normal #. Hashtags believed to have originated on Twitter but, interestingly enough, it is not a Twitter function. Some believe it began when the broken plane luckily landed in the Hudson River in early 2009, some Twitter user wrote a post and added #flight1549 to it. I have no idea who this person was, but somebody else would have read it and when he posted something about the incident, added #flight1549 to HIS tweet. Top Instagram hashtags for likes and followers. Copy and paste top Instagram hashtags, including selfie tags and more. Copy and Paste Top Instagram Hashtags – Top Instagram Tags for Likes and Followers. Note: Instagram only allows 30 hashtags per photo. Categories. Most Popular.